CHEMO = HAIR THINNING & LOSS
Protect & Repair Your Scalp

NON-INVASIVE 3-D SCALP SONOGRAM MEANS FEWER BIOPSIES: Sonogram Differentiates Growing From Dying Follicles

BLOOD FLOW EVALUATION FOR IMPROVED THERAPEUTIC PLANNING: Healthier Scalp Treatment Response Improved by Subdermal Vessels

HEALTHY TISSUE SPARED & BETTER COSMETIC APPEARANCE: 3d Imaging Guidance Reduces Treatment Complications

SCALP INFLAMMATION DIAGNOSED FOR OPTIMIZED TREATMENT: Ultrasound Most Accurate In Determining Associated Dermatitis

TREATMENT EVALUATION PROVIDES EARLY ASSESSMENT OF EFFECT: Doppler Imaging Documents Regrowth Of Hair Shafts In Weeks

LASER/STEM CELL IMAGE GUIDED TREATMENTS: Improved Therapy With 3d/4d Sonogram Follicle Mapping
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NOTE: IMAGING DOES NOT REPLACE CLINICALLY INDICATED BIOPSIES
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